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NOTICE OF PROGRAM AND POLICY COMMITTEE MEETING
VIA CONFERENCE CALL
Date:

Wednesday, September 3, 2014

Time:

4:00 p.m. CST
Minnesota Housing
400 Sibley Street, Suite 300
St. Paul, MN 55101-1998

Call In Number:
Participant Code:

1-888-742-5095
2680427896

*Please identify yourself when joining the call.*

Agenda
1.

Call to Order.

2.

Discussion, Public Comments on 2015 Draft Affordable Housing Plan

3.

Approval of Any Necessary Related Administrative Matters.

4.

Adjournment

The Agency may conduct a meeting by telephone or other electronic means, provided the
conditions of Minn. Stat. §462A.041 are met. In accordance with Minn. Stat. §462A.041, the
Agency shall, to the extent practical, allow a person to monitor the meeting electronically and
may require the person making a connection to pay for documented marginal costs that the
Agency incurs as a result of the additional connection.
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AGENDA ITEM: 2
MINNESOTA HOUSING POLICY & PROGRAM COMMITTEE MEETING
September 3, 2014

ITEM:

Discussion, Public Comments on the Draft 2015 Affordable Housing Plan

CONTACT:

John Patterson, 651.296.0763
john.patterson@state.mn.us

REQUEST:

Approval

Discussion

Information

TYPE(S):

Administrative
Other:

Commitment(s)

Modification/Change

Policy

Selection(s)

Waiver(s)

______________________

ACTION:

Motion

Resolution

No Action Required

SUMMARY REQUEST: The attached document summarizes the comments received from the public on the
Draft 2015 Affordable Housing Plan. Staff is not recommending any changes to the proposed funding
allocations, but we are recommending additions to the text of the plan to reflect a number of the
comments received. Board members received copies of the public comments by separate email.
No Board action is required today, but any additional changes that may be suggested by members of the
Board will be incorporated into the final draft of the 2015 Affo4rdable Housing Plan that will be presented
for adoption to the Board at its regular meeting on September 25, 2014.
FISCAL IMPACT: No changes are proposed to the funding allocations presented in the draft plan.
MEETING AGENCY PRIORITIES:

Promote and support successful homeownership

Preserve federally-subsidized rental housing

Address specific and critical needs in rental housing markets
Prevent foreclosures and support community recovery
ATTACHMENT(S):
• Summary of Public Comments Received
• Copy of Full Public Comments (sent under separate cover)

Prevent and end homelessness
Strengthening Organizational Capacity
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Committee Item: 2
Attachment: Summary of Comments

Public Comments
2015 Draft Affordable Housing Plan
Overall Summary
We received comments from 19 people/organizations. This first section summarizes the key comments
that we received and our initial response.
1. Increase supply of affordable rental housing, particularly for people at 30% of area median
income:
o Permanent supportive housing
o Rent assistance (vouchers and tied to new units being developed)
o Continue rent assistance for ex-offenders and highly mobile families with school age
children
With the funding from Housing Infrastructure Bonds and the increase in rent assistance funding
under the Housing Trust Fund for the 2014-15 biennium, we are increasing the supply of
affordable housing for extremely low-income renters. The Plan calls for the rapid and effective
commitment of these funds, which, combined with appropriate evaluation of these programs,
can provide the basis for requesting additional funds in the future.
2. Increase the supply of rental units for larger families (often immigrant)
In the AHP discussion about offering a range of housing choices, we will add a paragraph about
assessing the need for additional housing for larger families and potentially revising future
funding criteria to reflect this need.
3. Fund mixed-income developments
We intend to continue our efforts to determine the best ways to support the development of
mixed-income projects. In the discussion about tax-exempt bond financing and 4% tax credits,
we will add a discussion about mixed-income housing as a potential use of these resources.
4. Increase supply of workforce housing
By making available $5 million of the Governor’s Housing-Jobs Initiative from the 2014-15
appropriation through this Plan, we are providing funds specifically targeted to workforce
housing. In addition, our selection criteria for awarding tax credits gives preference for projects
in areas with a large number of jobs or job growth. We will continue to work with the Greater
Minnesota Housing Fund, the Minnesota Housing Partnership and others to assess the need for
workforce housing.

1
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5. Increase supply of senior rental housing
We will add to the AHP more discussion about rental housing for seniors. During 2015, we plan
to engage our partners about how Minnesota Housing’s resources could more effectively serve
additional low-income seniors who have very limited housing options, particularly those with the
lowest incomes.
6. Increase housing choices for people with blemished rental, credit, or criminal histories
We will add language to highlight the work we are committed to under the Plan to Prevent
and End Homelessness to address this and other comments. Homelessness can be triggered
when individuals with blemished rental, credit, and criminal histories are unable to obtain rental
housing.
7. Work with the Legislature to make sure the affordable housing is a permanent priority for future
bonding bills
The Plan calls for the rapid and effective commitment of the $100 million in bonding allocated to
Minnesota Housing by the 2014 legislature, which, combined with appropriate evaluation of
these programs, can provide the basis for requesting additional funds in the future.
8. Emphasize youth and family homelessness, as outlined in the Plan to Prevent and End
Homelessness
Successfully carrying out the Plan to Prevent and End Homeless is a key priority for the Agency in
2015, which includes funding supportive housing for youth and families.
9. Keep and possibly expand stretch homeownership goals:
o Overall
o Households of color or Hispanic ethnicity
o Target Mortgage Program and Enhanced Homeownership Capacity Initiative
10. De-emphasize homeownership - not everyone is ready to be homeowner
The Plan places a special emphasis on homeownership because, with interest rates near historic
lows and home prices lower that they were in the mid-2000s, successful and sustainable
homeownership will be within reach of more households. We will carry out our efforts to expand
homeownership, with a special emphasis on reaching out to households of color and Hispanic
ethnicity, carefully and when appropriate.
Expand rural initiatives, such as supplementing the state funds for the Rental Rehab Deferred
Loan (RRDL) program with Pool 3 funds

2
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11. Make communities in the metro area that are community recovery priorities eligible for RRDL
funds
The RRDL pilot program is scheduled to conclude in 2015. We are commencing an evaluation of
this program in the next month, which will include a determination of whether the case can be
made for additional funding for the program.
12. Support community recovery - lower income communities that have had disinvestments
13. Support economic integration
As described in the AHP, we will continue to balance the need to provide affordable housing in
higher income communities (providing access to good schools and other opportunities) and in
lower-income communities that have had disinvestments (supporting their revitalization).
14. Discuss in the AHP the Agency's coordination with the Metropolitan Council (especially around
equity and fair housing)
We have been actively engaged with the Metropolitan Council in the development of the Fair
Housing Equity Assessment and the new Housing Plan. We will add language to the Plan
describing these efforts and our continued commitment to engage with the Metropolitan
Council as these policies are implemented.
15. Emphasize racial disparities in the rental market, not just homeownership
We will add a discussion in the housing choices section of the AHP about racial disparities in
the rental housing market. We will also highlight the work under the Plan to Prevent and End
Homelessness that addresses the high rate of homelessness in communities of color. Each year,
Minnesota Housing produces our annual program assessment which includes an assessment of
how our programs serve households of color and Hispanic ethnicity. This report indicates that
Minnesota Housing’s rental programs serve households of color very well. By doing more with
the limited resources that are available, we can further address racial disparities in the rental
market.
16. Expand funding under Technical Assistance and Operating Support:
o More funding of Continuums of Care (homelessness)
o Add funding for Fair Housing Centers - testing for compliance
o Add funding for Community Land Trust stewardship
o Add funding for service providers to support integrated living in rural Minnesota under
the Olmstead Plan
o Add funding for local agencies to do more outreach and case management
The Plan does not specify how the dollars within the Technical Assistance and Operating Support
budget will be allocated, but we will take these comments into consideration as we anticipate
the allocation of these funds in the coming year.
3
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The following sections summarize the comments made by each person or
organization.
Frogtown Rondo Home Fund
Invest in very-low income communities that have experienced disinvestment (Frogtown/Rondo):
• Seek ongoing funds for the rental assistance pilot for highly mobile families with school-age
children
• Expand participation in the Department of Health's Healthy Homes initiative by expanding the
Rental Rehab Deferred Loan (RRDL) program to include community-recovery priority areas
(including the metro area)
• Expand list of lenders administering Minnesota Housing's home mortgages to include those with
a physical presence in the disinvested communities and a strong record of serving communities
of color
• Increase supply of permanent supportive housing
• Increase supply of rental housing affordable to people at 30% and 50% of area median income
• Support the development of larger rental units, particularly for immigrant households
• Expand the list of eligible uses of Housing Infrastructure Bond to include vacant rental properties
• Support community land trusts
• Add "declining affordability or increasing cost burden" to the list of housing indicators in the
Community Profiles

Children's Hope International, R&R Family Centers, Asian Pacific Housing Consortium
Provide financial, training, and technical support to smaller, culturally-specific non-profits that need
assistance in building the capacity required to receive funding to provide housing counseling.

Dominium
•

•
•

Provide the additional gap/soft financing that is needed to make developments receiving taxexempt bonds and 4% tax credits work (4% credits provide less funding that 9% credits and
require other sources of gap financing)
Increase supply of affordable senior housing to meet demographic trends - for example, provide
additional gap/soft financing that could be paired with tax-exempt bonds and 4% credits
Make sure that location desirability doesn't suffer in the name of cost containment

Beacon Interfaith Housing Collaboration
•
•

•
•
•

Work with the Legislature to make affordable housing an ongoing priority for bonding bills
Increase the supply of rental units affordable at 30% of area median income by making sure that
rent assistance is available as a project-based strategy, both for underwriting new developments
and to ensure long-term affordability
Continue to support funding for homeless youth and families with children
Continue to support rent assistance funding for ex-offenders
Better align the timing for making commitments for capital and service funding
4
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Minnesota Housing Partnership
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Emphasize rental production/assistance for: (1) low-income large families, and/or (2)
individuals and families with blemished credit or rental histories or a criminal record
Make permanent and establish rules for the new PINES rental stabilization pilot program
Make sure mixed income developments are supported in 2015
Expand rural initiatives, for example supplement state appropriations for the Rental Rehab
Deferred Loan (RRDL) program with Pool 3/Foundation funds
Include a discussion in the AHP of how Minnesota Housing is working and coordinating with the
Metropolitan Council
Make sure the AHP acknowledges rental housing disparities, not just for homeownership
Support seniors who are homeless and/or extremely-low income renters
Allow for the extra cost of managing homeless units to be included in project underwriting (or
establish a fund for this purpose). (Larger non-profits can fundraise to cover these costs, but
for-profits, public agencies, smaller non-profits cannot.)
Add more time to comment on the draft RFP

Catholic Charities
•
•

Supports the increase in rental production, Minnesota Housing's work on the Plan to Prevent
Homelessness, and efforts to reform Group Residential Housing
Sees a great need for affordable housing choices for seniors

Metropolitan Interfaith Council on Affordable Housing (MICAH)
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide full disclosure of all Agency revenues and expenses, including general information on
staffing costs and use of funds for special projects, such as HMIS, the Interagency Council on
Homeless, etc.
Double funding for the Targeted Mortgage and Enhanced Homeownership Capacity programs
Increase first-time homebuyer target for communities for color from 22% to 50% of loans
Fund Fair Housing Centers to test fair housing compliance
Require all the financial institutions that Minnesota Housing does business with to provide
credit to people of color, Hispanic ethnicity, or with disabilities
Develop a Community Innovations Pool for financing pilot programs to acquire and rehab
foreclosed/vacant/abandoned apartments, homes, and land
Look at recipients of Family Homeless Prevention and Assistance Program (FHPAP) that are
emphasizing rapid re-housing, which may be short sighted
Provide "Second Chance Housing Opportunities" for people with unlawful detainers, poor credit
histories, and criminal records
Questions:
o Is Minnesota Housing limiting recipients of Housing Trust Fund rent assistance to five
years of funding? If not, why? And how many have gone beyond five years?
o What is the state's plan to invest similar resources in people experiencing shorter-term
homelessness that it has invested in people experiencing longer-term homelessness?
o How is Minnesota Housing working with other state agencies on the issue of public
assistance benefits not being large enough to support stable and affordable housing?
5
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o
o
o

How will Minnesota Housing use the information in the Health Equity Report to ensure
that all its programs are equitable?
How will Minnesota Housing work with the Department of Education to ensure that
financial and housing literacy are taught in all schools?
Will the Housing Trust Fund be available to finance models similar to the Home Sharing
program and refugees sponsored housing?

St. Paul Public Housing Agency
These comments addressed details of the state's Olmstead Plan and how it relates to public housing.

City of Lakes Community Land Trust
Highlight in the AHP the work of community land trusts in the following areas:
• The importance of stable housing as a platform for success (holistic approach beyond housing)
• Do more with limited resources (leveraging investments over time)
• Technical Assistance and Operating Support (adding CLT stewardship capacity as an added
expenditure of these funds)

Lutheran Social Services
•
•
•
•
•

Continue to focus on youth experiencing or at risk of homelessness in the Plan to Prevent and
End Homelessness
When implementing the Olmstead Plan, continue to seek support from community service
providers who are already supporting people in the most independent setting possible
Emphasize choices for people with disabilities and others in rural Minnesota, where choices are
lacking
Continue to host Housing/Community-Development Dialogues to gather feedback from Greater
Minnesota
Increase the allowed expenses for administering rent assistance

Dakota County Community Development Agency
•
•

Take a leading role in addressing the demand for senior housing, focusing on senior housing
beyond homeownership options
When assessing preservation needs (including naturally occurring and unsubsidized affordable
housing), evaluate existing programs and make programmatic and funding adjustments that
support these valuable community/affordable housing resources

Council on Asian and Pacific Minnesotans
•

•

Have concerns about:
o Demographic data lumping all Asian and Pacific Islanders into one group, for example,
not distinguishing sub-populations and recent immigrants
o The increasing cost of renting in the Twin Cities area
o New refugees and immigrants who lack rental and credit histories
o Rental housing for large families
o Low number Asian families accessing transitional and supportive housing
Increase funding for rent assistance for highly mobile families with school-age children
6
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•
•
•
•

•

Increase funding for short-term rent assistance programs
Increase production of housing with larger units (which may housing extended families)
Increase public awareness of homeownership education, counseling, and other resources in the
Asian community
Ensure that agencies administering funds from Family Homeless Prevent and Assistance
Program (FHPAP) provide access to Asian families without going through traditional homeless
shelters
Increase the number of people of color being served by Minnesota Housing's programs

RS EDEN
This comment raised concerns about "Housing First" models getting service dollars over housing that
requires a commitment to sobriety, productivity, and accountability. Homelessness is not
homogeneous, and different models work for different people.

Metropolitan Council
Questions/Comments:
• Aside from the 811 pilot, is there an increased programmatic or financial commitment to
increasing opportunities for people with disabilities?
• How will the agency balance the dual objectives of creating a new affordable housing
opportunities in higher income areas and reinvesting in areas of disinvestment?
• How can Minnesota Housing and the Council continue to work together to further fair housing?
• Are there any new efforts to spur choice and opportunity for households of color considered
within the multifamily program, funding, selection, or technical efforts?
• The Council encourages Minnesota Housing to maintain its commitment to the integration of
housing and transit investments for both new construction and preservation efforts.

Minnesota Coalition for the Homeless
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Continue to explore and promote the role housing plays in a variety of areas and agencies
As the Olmstead Plan begins to change the types of housing settings are considered appropriate,
change program and funding eligibility to reflect those changes
If people choose to live in Greater Minnesota under the Olmstead Plan, add capacity for rural
service providers
Strive for affordable housing to account for roughly 10% of every bonding bill
Identify additional sources of funding to develop more rental housing each year, not just every
other year with bonding funds
Work towards a statewide vacancy rate that allows the crisis response system to rely less on
emergency shelters and instead allows service provides to immediately move a household from
a housing setting that ending to stable housing
Make sure that investments made in affordable rental housing production have an adequate
supply of rent assistance paired with the units
Direct capacity building funds to Greater Minnesota Continuums of Care
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Tri-CAP
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reassess emphasis on homeownership - not all households are ready
Help clients build better economic foundations
Add flexibility to the Family Homeless Prevention and Assistance Program; allow for "out of the
box" creative solutions
More funding for extremely low income and workforce housing
Provide funding to allow local agencies to hire more staff for outreach and providing assistance
Add the capacity of case management, beyond rent assistance
Address the lengthy waiting lists and closed lists for Section 8

MCCD
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Supports MAP lending and the PINES initiative
Supports the Agency's $400 million home mortgage goal, the Enhanced Homeownership
Capacity Initiative and the Targeted Mortgage Opportunity Program
Consider piloting a mortgage product that is sharia compliant
Make sure that the closing process is included in the multifamily process redesign
Add a product to support senior rental housing
Consider awarding "enterprise loans" where the Agency would award funding for a select
number of units to be developed by a particular organization over a period of time (perhaps 2
years) and with parameters like affordability, target residents, and location.
Make sure that the cost-containment efforts are not creating a disincentive for larger units
Need to address the potential inconsistency between implementation of the Olmstead Plan and
the state's 25% rule for services under a home and community-based waiver

Southwest Minnesota Housing Partnership
•

Commit to annually funding rural Continuums of Care at a minimum of $60,000 each.

Northland Counseling Center
•
•
•
•

Increase funding for shelters
Increasing funding for permanent supportive housing
Continue to fund rent assistance for people coming out of prison
Address housing for seniors
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Mary Tingerthal
Office of the Commissioner
Minnesota Housing Finance Agency
400 Sibley Street
Suite 300
St. Paul, MN 55101
8.29.2014
Dear Commissioner Tingerthal,
The Frogtown Rondo Home Fund, a collective impact organization comprised of over thirty partners
collaborating to achieve stable housing in St. Paul’s Frogtown and Rondo neighborhoods, supports Minnesota
Housing’s commitment to a balanced approach to creating affordable housing. Our neighbors benefit from the
agency’s on-going commitment to ensuring that housing is affordable to households with low and very-low
incomes and to investing in the recovery of communities that experienced disinvestment.
I respectfully offer the following comments on the Minnesota Housing 2015 Affordable Housing Plan on behalf
of several of the Home Fund’s partner organizations including Aurora/St. Anthony Neighborhood Development
Corporation, Model Cities, the Rondo Community Land Trust, St. Paul Promise Neighborhood, and Hmong
American Partnership. These comments, while consistent with our best understanding of the nature of
housing in these neighborhoods and the goals and values of the Home Fund, do not represent a consensus
statement of all partners.

1. Emphasize the importance of stable housing as a platform for success.
The Home Fund shares this goal with MHFA and currently benefits from many of the agencies efforts in this
area. Most notably, we are helping to coordinate a rental assistance program as part of the Department of
Education partnership highlighted in the plan. This program is yield impressive early results with many
families reporting that the availability of quality affordable rental has reduced stress in their families, has
allowed parents to pursue career development opportunities, and coupled with other St Paul Promise
Neighborhood programs has improved children’s readiness for the upcoming school term. We strongly
encourage MHFA to seek ongoing funds to support and expand the rental assistance for highly
mobile families with school age children program. We also encourage the agency to use the supportive
services and eligibility models developed in this pilot as “best practice” in other homeless prevention rental
assistance.
We urge the agency to explore ways to expand their participation in the Healthy Homes initiative by
addressing health risks in existing rental housing such as expanding the rental rehab deferred
loan program into community recovery priority areas. Making low cost rehab loans available so that
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landlords can address health and safety issues in the housing they provide would improve health outcomes for
a larger percentage of households with low incomes, would contribute to community recovery, and would
provide a tool to complement housing code enforcement.

2. Offer a range of housing choices.
Frogtown and Rondo, like most Minnesota communities, have households in a range of life stages and income
levels, and they need a housing market with a range of options. We support MHFA’s commitment to this
approach. However, our neighborhoods have a very high percentage of very low income households.
Roughly one in three of our neighbors earn less than the federal poverty level. Housing these families through
a production-based approach is difficult; therefore, we support the MHFA’s commitment to rental assistance
programs and request that MHFA coordinate across agencies to connect rental assistance programs
with funding for participants to receive support in career development and financial selfsufficiency.
Many of our neighbors could succeed as homeowners if housing costs and lending barriers were lowered. The
TMOP program will substantially impact communities like ours in which people of color are the majority of the
population and the EHC program expands homeownership preparation leading to more stable owners. We
encourage you to expand the lenders administering MHFA mortgages to include more lenders with
a physical presence in disinvested communities and institutions with a better track record of
serving communities of color and to exclude lenders with documented predatory lending
practices.

3. Invest Resources in areas of critical need
The neighborhoods served by the Home Fund have critical housing needs that can be addressed by the
Housing Plan’s proposed uses of housing infrastructure bonds. Neighbors have expressed interest in
increasing the supply of permanent supportive housing, particularly for homeless youth and
people re-entering the community from the corrections systems. There is a preference for keeping
neighbors who have experienced housing instability in the neighborhood where they can benefit from family
and friendship networks for support. There are high levels of homelessness in some of the high schools
serving these neighborhoods.
Particularly among new immigrant households, there is a critical need for 4-5 bedroom rental units and
homeownership opportunities. Units of this size are difficult to produce because of added costs and a
perceived mismatch with achieving density goals around transit nodes. We urge Minnesota Housing to look
for opportunities to support development of larger housing options despite marginal increases in
per unit costs.
We also support the use of bonds to acquire and rehabilitate rental housing. Over 60% of our neighbors are
tenants (significantly higher proportions of households with low incomes and people of color) and almost all
the tenant population is cost burdened. The rental market has an extremely low vacancy rate and rising rents
and leasing criteria. We desperately need to increase the supply of well-managed affordable rental properties
affordable at 30% and 50% AMI. There are currently over 50 vacant multi-family buildings in the
neighborhood that could be acquired and rehabbed through with bond funds, however, few of these are
foreclosed properties. Many foreclosed properties have been purchased by speculators who continue to let
them remain vacant or they are vacant as a result of condemnation. We would encourage MHFA to expand
eligibility for bond funds to include all vacant properties and work with potential developers to
identify and offset the challenges of managing a portfolio of small-unit buildings lease to tenants
with low incomes.
Land Trusts are a perfect strategy in an area, like Frogtown and Rondo, where significant public investment
being made in community improvement is likely to cause increases in property values. However, rising
construction costs and stagnant (or falling) incomes mean that the gulf between the cost of developing single
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family housing and the housing budget of potential buyers cannot be bridged solely by removing the land and
infrastructure value from the sales price. Land Trusts will need value gap subsidy and an additional
$10-20,000 affordability gap subsidy in order to reach buyers for whom a shared equity
mortgage is an attractive way to buy a home.
Frogtown and Rondo have a unique challenge in community recovery. Property values in the neighborhood
are “recovering” due in part to real estate speculation along the rail corridor. Foreclosures have decreased
significantly because foreclosures in these neighborhoods were largely the result of predatory loans and
occurred early in the housing crisis. These signs of market recovery mask the housing instability of many
households who depend on neighborhood-based social networks and services to offset economic poverty.
Please consider adding “Declining Rental Affordability/Increasing Cost Burden” to Community
Profiles as an indicator of potential displacement of households with low incomes.

4. Do more with limited resources
We applaud all the efforts listed in the plan to stretch the agency’s resources and to make products more
flexible and programs more responsive. We are especially grateful for the focus on rental development and
preservation in this section of the plan. Timely rental housing production and well-aligned rental assistance
are essential to keeping our most-vulnerable neighbors in a neighborhood with good access to transit, a focus
on school achievement, and strong personal ties.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important document. We appreciate Minnesota Housing’s
commitment to citizen participation in setting the organization’s priorities. Please feel free to contact me with
any questions or concerns regarding these comments.
Yours,

Andy Barnett, coordinating consultant
Frogtown Rondo Home Fund
612-490-8398
Andy.barnett@ci.stpaul.mn.us
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update 8/29/14
Subject: 2014 Minnesota Housing Finance Agency Affordable Housing Plan

We want to thank the MN Housing Finance Agency (MHFA), the Metropolitan Council, and the Legislature for their
public listening sessions on the 2014 MHFA Affordable Housing Plan. To clarify an earlier memo to MHFA, we still
believe that affected stakeholders including minority organizations and communities should be actively involved in the
development and decision making of the plan from the start and throughout the process, instead of just commenting on
what has been developed by others.
The Metropolitan Council indicated convening meetings that included some nonprofits as they were developing their plan
that supports the MHFA Housing Plan, but these were not known to all the affected stakeholders whereby they could
actively participate in the development and decision making.
The Legislative process is transparent and enables more active participation by stakeholders and the public, and they will
be given the opportunity in future hearings. Member organizations of the Asian Pacific American Consortium will also
have opportunity for input.
The Asian Pacific American Consortium member organizations provide cultural and linguistic specific services to
Minnesota’s Asian Pacific community of over 266,000 people from 42 countries, U.S. territories and state; 59 ethnicities,
languages and cultures. Four organizations have served the Hmong population of about 66,000. The details of other
cultural specific population numbers are in the U.S. Census 2010.
A. Funding:
The Asian Pacific organizations serving the Asian Pacific community has never received MHFA funding, except for
Hmong American Partnership and Lao Assistance Center who were “HUD approved” counseling agencies before laws
and rules changed to create barriers for the other organizations to become “HUD approved”. But even they have not
received adequate funding since before 2009.
Instead of technical assistance and helping the Asian Pacific organizations become “HUD approved” counseling agencies,
MHFA laws and rules were changed each year that increased the barriers. This included changing funding provisions so
only “HUD approved” counseling agencies had access.
Barriers exist in the proposed Housing Plans that will prevent Asian Pacific organizations emerging as “HUD approved”
counseling agencies from receiving capacity building, housing education/counseling/training (HECAT), and other funding
from MHFA.
HUD requires a nonprofit to provide at least one year of service with a certified housing educator/counselor before
application. They also have a quota on the number of clients served. Once application is made, there is a lengthy and
costly review process. Organizations have had to raise funds for this. However, once approved, a nonprofit has access to
federal funds, programs, free education & training, travel and lodging, leveraging the federal funds for other funds, etc.
There was opposition to Asian Pacific organizations receiving direct funding from the Legislature as other nonprofits
were able to get in 2008-2014. There’s less transparency in pre-selecting entities receiving funds from State agencies,
sometimes before the agency receives legislative funds, and asking others for support including organizations who believe
they will have access. Exceptions are funds specifying “public housing authorities” or “land trust” entities. Minnesota
Homeownership Center (MHOC) and MHFA make the initial decision on which organizations get funding.
Around 2008, Lutheran Social Services in Greater Minnesota received $150,000 from the Legislature for 3 FTE separate
from funds available through State agencies. Metro costs were about $70,000 per FTE compared to large state agencies
allocating $100,000 per FTE. A nonprofit serving homeless veterans, but discriminated against Asian & Pacific veterans receives $750,000 per year through the Dept. of Veterans Affairs, plus other funding from MHFA and other State
agencies. A non-ethnic nonprofit contracted with Hmong American Mutual Assistance Association to provide cultural
and linguistic housing education for $10,000, despite receiving substantially more for the services. The contract ended
when Lao Assistance Center and Hmong American Partnership each received about the same from MHFA.
-1-
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Recommendations:
1) Fund each minority nonprofit in the process of becoming “HUD approved” counseling agencies or serving Asian &
Pacific veterans with 2 FTE of at least $50,000 per FTE per year.
2) Separate MHFA education and training funds from program funds so minority emerging housing organizations can
receive free education and training for the mandated certifications and building capacity. Once an organization has
become “HUD approved”, they can access federal funds for continued education and training certifications, program
funds, and funds for staff.
3) Provide technical assistance and related funds to help minority emerging housing organizations become “HUD
approved” counseling agencies.
4) Remove the barriers, disparities, and discrimination including a) limited funds or no funds, b) lack of same technical
assistance, education and training available to MHFA funded organizations or in MHOC’s network – that affects
minority emerging housing organizations including the process for becoming “HUD approved” counseling agencies.
There has been evidence whereby the funding process is not based on fair competition, including existing MHFA laws
and rules created by some people to favor large established organizations, eliminate competition, increase disparities,
and permit discrimination and backlash for “whistle blowing” or opposing unfair provisions and practices. Incidents
also support the need to directly fund minority organizations instead of the current funding review process.
B. Mandated certifications:
The State required housing counselors and educators to get certifications. M.S. 58.13 (23) and M.S. 327B.09 (6)(iv)
refers to certifying entities able to provide the certifications. AARP, HUD, MN Home Ownership Center (MHOC), MN
Mortgage Foreclosure Prevention Association (MMFPA), and the national NeighborWorks America. However, MHFA
rules requires MHOC add-ons to NeighborWorks America certifications in Homeownership and Foreclosure
certifications.
1) These add-ons are not available to organizations not funded by MHFA or not in MHOC’s network, including having
full scholarships for education, training, and lodging scholarships as NeighborWorks America provides.
2) The MHFA required courses for certifications are not available to organizations not funded by MHFA or not in
MHOC’s network in Minnesota, even when NeighborWorks America has come to Minnesota to provide the trainings
since 2010. These disadvantaged housing organizations including emerging “HUD approved” organizations must pay
their own way for travel out-of-state for NeighborWorks America certifications, HUD and AARP program
certifications.
3) MHFA stopped recognizing MMFPA certifications.
4) There is no public registry of certified educators/counselors in MHFA, Dept. of Commerce or other agencies
promoting public contact with certified educators/counselors. Their information, materials, websites and connections
with other entities only promote contact through one certifying entity – MHOC and their network. This eliminates
competition and business for other certifying entities and their certified educators/counselors.
Recommendations:
1) Provide minority housing organizations a) access to NeighborWorks America education training in Minnesota that’s
been available to MHFA funded organizations and organizations in MHOC’s network; b) access to MHOC’s add-on
education and training required by MHFA; c) and full scholarships to the add-ons. Priority should be based on those
with the most need and smaller size of applicants and organizations because larger funded organizations have more
capacity to absorb costs themselves including large HUD approved counseling agencies having federal funds.
2) Eliminate the disparities where disadvantaged housing organizations, including minority emerging “HUD approved”
organizations that are not funded by MHFA nor are in MHOC’s network, must pay their own way for travel out-ofstate and related costs to obtain the needed certifications. (MHFA requires 3 courses. Disadvantaged organizations
out-of-state costs average $5,000 per course per person.)
-2-
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3) Reinstate recognition of MMFPA certifications, and fund the education and training as done for other education and
training required by MHFA whereby its free to educators/counselors being certified.
4) Public registry of all certified educators/counselors from the different certifying agencies, must be easily accessible to
the public, equally promoted or marketed, and equally included in state agency materials, websites, and connections
with other entities.
5) Provide free education, training and technical assistance to nonprofits for development projects funded or approved by
MHFA, similar to the assistance provided to lenders, realtors and perhaps developers on MHFA products.
C. HUD approved counseling agency:
To become a HUD approved counseling agency, having access to federal funds, federal programs, and free training,
lodging and travel – requires having a certified staff serve clients for at least one year, and meet the quota of clients served
– before applying.
1) The barriers to certification are listed above.
2) M.S. 580.06 refers people in foreclosure to only the MN Home Ownership Center (MHOC). Success included having
people sell their homes before foreclosure was finalized and counted as a foreclosure. MHOC member realtors and
lenders are part of the process. Organizations outside MHOC’s network must get their clients from out-of-state where
funding for clients comes from sources other than MHFA or they help in-state clients with no resources. Several
nonprofits have gone above the call of duty in helping in-state clients without having the resources stay in their
homes, respond to court action, etc., and their numbers and cost figures are not in the MHFA Housing Plan
nor MHOC data. So the number of people needing help with foreclosure prevention and intervention is
higher.
3) MHFA Rules markets and refers people, businesses, agencies and others to MHOC’s Homestretch instead of
including organizations with NeighborWorks America certification. Organizations with just NeighborWorks America
certification must get their clients from out-of-state to be paid like clients pay MHFA funded organizations and
entities in MHOC’s network.
4) MHFA, Met Council, and other State agency laws and internal policies that direct people and entities to only use
MHOC and their members - diverts people and entities from using organizations and certified educators/counselors
not funded by MHFA or not in MHOC’s network and adversely affects organizations trying to obtain HUD approval
and federal funds for their programs, staff, training, and organization, especially required quotas on numbers served.
Recommendations:
1) Remove the barriers to getting certifications in Minnesota.
2) Change M.S. 580.06 so organizations not funded by MHFA or not in MHOC’s network can also access clients and
resources.
3) Change MHFA Rules on marketing and referrals to include organizations with NeighborWorks America certification,
even if they don’t have equitable access to MHOC’s add-ons per above.
4) Change laws and internal policies of MHFA, Met Council, and other State agencies that cause disparities and
inequities, and work with affected stakeholders on solutions, equity, reducing disparities, and a fair and just process.
D. EMHI
A number of minority professionals and organizations who were decision makers and actively involved in the Emerging
Market Housing Initiative’s beginnings and development, were not included in the EMHI program transferred to the MN
Homeownership Center. The original EMHI group included 4 different ethnic councils and MHOC was on the Board.
Asians leadership in the “for profits” had different agendas than those from nonprofits. Trusted professionals and
organizations seeking to help the community and people - continued the work under newly formed APAHC. No
comment can be made as to how EMHI changed, since there were barriers to access.
-3-
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Recommendations:
If there is any State or federal funds that will be involved in this program, it should be accessible to all stakeholders.
E. Homeless
Around 2012, the Wilder survey listed over 14,000 as “homeless”. This include if those in shelters or with relatives.
About half were children. A veteran nonprofit estimated about 700 homeless veterans as “in the streets”. Asian veterans
were not being considered “veterans” and are not in the numbers. Asians who are homeless, are also not in the count
because they don’t make themselves known. So the numbers are higher.
Some laws and policies create conditions contributing to people being at risk of homelessness or becoming homeless,
create barriers to successful homeownership, and create other disparities including relating to race that “homeowner
training and financial literacy training” doesn’t remedy. These include “homes must in good condition”; compounding
charges on interest charged; assessment of unfair fees, interest, and penalties; discrimination and unfair/unjust targeting of
ethnic homeowners and renters.
Recommendations:
1) Funding Asian Pacific organizations serving the homeless as stated in “A” above.
2) Collaborations in rezoning as some cities are now doing from repeated requests. This allows for better use of
existing, remodeled or redesigned homes to accommodate more people, multi-generational families, larger and
extended families. For reduced households, extra income can be generated from extra space available for rent.
Zoning changes can also support “live-learn”, “live-work”, and multi-use housing including “incubators for
entrepreneurs and start-ups”. Zoning changes can allow for reduced housing and lot sizes in housing seniors,
students, the homeless, and others with limited income and need for “low or no maintenance” housing. Some East
Coast and West Coast homes are as small as recreational vehicles, some even 260 sq. ft. for 2 people.
3) Common Bond has reduced the resistance to homeless veterans living in “barracks” in their rehab of barracks at Ft.
Snelling. There was resistance to housing all the homeless veterans at Camp Ripley which can accommodate up to
200 people per barrack.
4) Impact assessments, prevention and intervention on new and existing laws and policies that create risks or cause
homelessness, foreclosure or other adverse conditions. This includes cities and counties ordinances based on laws
that allow for fees, tax liens, evictions, foreclosure, and punishment including incarceration for a home “not in good
condition.” Weather causing minor chipping of paint, grass higher than 8 inches, someone throwing rubbish in the
yard, wind or storm damage, etc. are some conditions where these have applied. Especially when properties are
targeted for “take-over” and the residents have no other home; not enough income for attorney fees; legal aid doesn’t
cover; or being disabled, elderly or vulnerable whereby they can’t respond.
F. Seniors
Various situations affecting seniors are covered above. MHFA, the Met Council, other state agencies, and the Legislature
may or may not have influence over increasing income of residents, but they can impact values of homes and
repair/maintenance of older homes.
Low-income seniors, the disabled and vulnerable need help with required repairs/maintenance of their homes, especially
as home owners. Solutions lie in collaborations between agencies; funds for new programs similar to personal care
attendants, but related to doing required repairs/maintenance of homes; discount purchasing by state agencies for
materials needed including those covered by grants and loans; the list goes on.
G. Other
There are further barriers created in laws and agency policies that must be remedied to eliminate the disparities and
barriers that keep Asian Pacific organizations out of being able to provide services to their people whereby the Asian
Pacific community remains unserved and underserve. 2013-2014 HF 993 and other bills that stalled from opposition,
were trying to remedy the problems.
-4-
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Partnerships and help is needed from appropriate staff from MHFA, the Metropolitan Council, other state agencies, and
the Legislature in workable solutions to eliminate discrimination and disparities faced by Asian Pacific nonprofits helping
the communities, the unserved and underserved. Some people have tried to address the concerns, but policy changes and
perhaps funding is needed beyond brief meetings or acknowledgement to get to the solutions.
People are near death, dying or committed suicide because the remedies and help are not available, yet funding the ethnic
organizations who could serve them could have saved them. The need is Urgent, but past actions and the plans have
provided not provided nor seem to provide the help where it’s needed. So forgive the cultural bluntness or way of
presenting the information where some people have made things “personal” despite our work to seek help and solutions.

Respectfully submitted,
Jean Lee, Pres., Exec. Dir.
Children’s Hope Intl/R & R Family Ctrs. and for APAHC – the Asian Pacific Housing Consortium
c/o childrenshopeinternational@hotmail.com

-5-
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Dominium
2905 Northwest Blvd., Suite 150
Plymouth, MN 55441
Phone: (763) 354-5500
Fax: (763) 354-5650

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Minnesota Housing

FROM:

Dominium

CC:

Mary Tingerthal

RE:

2015 Draft Affordable Housing Plan

DATE:

August 29, 2014

The 2015 Draft Affordable Housing Plan is clearly a comprehensive and thoughtful document
that has synthesized feedback from multiple sources throughout the state. As a multifamily
developer, we will comment on a few of the areas concerning multifamily housing with the hope
that these comments will make the most effective use of increased (but still scarce) resources.
Our comments are organized by topic area:
1. Increase Utilization of 4% Tax Credits / Tax-Exempt Bonds
We completely agree with this goal, and see that not only in Minnesota, but in states
throughout the nation, 4% tax credit capacity is underutilized resulting in a missed
opportunity to attract additional resources to the state. The main reason this 4% tax
credit is underutilized is that it is a very shallow subsidy and requires substantial other
resources in order to achieve project feasibility. To the extent Minnesota Housing
commits other soft resources to be combined with 4% tax credits, this goal will be met.
Whereas it is helpful to commit resources to amortizing tax-exempt bond programs
(LMIR and MAP loans), these moves alone will not substantially increase 4% tax credit
utilization in Minnesota, as lack of amortizing loan options is not the main cause of low
utilization – lack of soft resources is the main reason for low utilization.
2. Increase the Supply of Affordable Senior Housing to Meet Demographic Trends
Again, we completely agree with this goal. Except for the rehabilitation of a few 30+
year old project-based senior Section 8 properties, and a few new HUD 202 projects (I
believe about 100 units /year +/-), there has very little new affordable senior housing
built in Minnesota for almost 20 years. Given the dearth of new affordable housing
options for seniors and the compelling demographic trends, the pent-up demand is
substantial. It is unclear from the plan, however, how this goal will actually be met. It
seems as though most additional soft resources are going towards EDHC (workforce
housing) or the Housing Trust Fund (homeless housing). Where would the support
towards senior housing come from? We will suggest a few ideas at the conclusion of our
comments.
3. Preservation
We think your idea of making resources available on an open pipeline basis is a very
good idea. Over the past decade or so national brokerage firms have promoted very
dynamic markets for Section 8 and Section 42 properties. This open pipeline approach
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will allow buyers wishing to preserve this housing to compete with buyers who might
take these properties out of affordable housing programs.
4. Cost Containment
Whereas this is an important consideration and goal to achieve, it is difficult to accurately
measure and even more difficult to substantially impact. In fact, changing market
dynamics are likely to substantially drive costs up. In Minnesota, we are back to a period
of full employment and more robust economic growth. As such, we are seeing sharp
increases in land prices and construction costs – the two largest drivers of cost. Whereas
reducing cash reserves and legal costs are marginally helpful, these are not the main cost
drivers. Project size and building type are substantially bigger cost drivers. It costs
substantially more on a per unit basis to build a 30-unit project then it does a 200-unit
project. Similarly, a 2-story townhome will cost substantially more than a 4-story
elevatored building. With increases in construction costs, one of the concerns that should
be considered is the potential for locations of new developments to suffer (less desirable
areas and lower land costs) in response to the cost containment emphasis.
Minnesota Housing may also want to measure costs on a per square foot or per bedroom
basis, as cost containment measured on a per unit basis will encourage smaller unit sizes
and fewer bedrooms this is because larger bedroom sizes are typically more economical
on a per square foot basis as you only have to build one kitchen for each unit.
5. An Idea to Consider
In order to utilize more 4% tax credits, increase the supply of affordable senior housing,
and do so in a cost effective way, what if Minnesota Housing committed soft funding
resources to supporting large-scale senior housing projects? Most developers do not
even bother looking for affordable senior housing development opportunities in
Minnesota because it’s well known that 9% tax credits will not be allocated, in addition
virtually all Minnesota Housing soft funds are not geared towards supporting seniors.
Given all the goals that such a program could meet, we would hope this idea would meet
a warm Minnesota reception.
Many of the communities that we have been meeting with are expressing a strong need
for additional affordable senior housing. These communities are in a position to provide
a variety of soft funding sources and support - however this is never enough on its own to
make a development a reality. Other soft funding geared toward senior housing through
MHFA could help developers look seriously at more of these opportunities that
municipalities are asking for.
In conclusion we believe the 2015 Draft Affordable Housing Plan is extremely well
thought out and recognizes many of the affordable housing goals that we see in our
Minnesota communities. As always the soft fund resources are becoming increasingly
scarce and any chance to allocate funds to the growing needs would be helpful. Thank
you for the opportunity to provide our comments and ideas to areas that we feel could be
improved or detailed to a greater degree.
2
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August 29, 2014
Commissioner Mary Tingerthal
Minnesota Housing Finance Agency
400 Sibley Street, Suite 300
Saint Paul, MN 55101-1998
VIA email: mn.housing@state.mn.us
Dear Commissioner Tingerthal,
Beacon Interfaith Housing Collaborative appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on
MHFA’s 2015 Draft Affordable Housing Plan. Beacon is a collaborative of more than 60
congregations who are committed to ending homelessness together. From these
congregations, more than 2,200 Beacon Citizens came to the legislature last year to advocate
for more resources for affordable housing, and we look forward to continuing to partner with
you in ensuring ongoing resources for this critical work moving forward.
With nearly 500 units of affordable housing currently, half of which are supportive housing for
individuals, families and youth experiencing homelessness, we are grateful that MHFA
continues to invest in rental housing production, and continues to focus on preventing and
ending homelessness. The recent adoption of the State’s Interagency Council Plan to Prevent
and End Homelessness, is also appreciated and much needed, and we look forward to working
together to refine and expand this work.
There are several areas we’d like to comment upon:
1. Housing Infrastructure Bonds. The recent investment of bonding dollars into affordable
housing is a critical and much needed tool in increasing affordable housing production.
Specifically, this year’s funding boost of $44 million for supportive housing helps address
a back-log of worthy projects that are shovel-ready. Adding affordable housing as an
ongoing priority for State bonding investments budget allows predictable and ongoing
production, particularly with the multi-year development timeframe needed to prepare
projects for funding.
2. Rental Assistance. To prevent and end homelessness, funding units that serve
households at 30% AMI or less is critical. Building the housing is one step, but we know
that we must also provide rental subsidies to these households as well. Rental
assistance is needed for each unit produced that will target these 30% AMI households,
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3.

4.

5.

6.

and we encourage MFHA to make sure that these subsidies are available as a projectbased strategy, both for underwriting the projects, and to ensure long-term
affordability.
The Homeless Youth Act funding. We appreciate the State Plan’s focus on homeless
youth and encourage these ongoing funding commitments. We know that investing
early in disrupting the cycles of homelessness shows a return on investments in
reductions of public costs, and in lives saved.
Family Homelessness. We appreciate MHFA’s acknowledgment that production of
affordable housing for families has lagged and is not meeting either the State’s goals nor
the demand in our community. Prioritizing resources to address family homelessness is
necessary to achieve the State’s goals.
Rent Assistance Pilot for Ex-Offenders. Too many people have been locked out of
opportunities and need stable housing as a platform for sustaining employment, and
recovery of their health and families. We appreciate MHFA’s continuing commitment to
provide rental assistance to this purpose.
Timing of funding commitments. We would encourage MHFA and DHS to explore ways
to collaborate in better aligning capital and service funding commitments in projects, to
ensure that service funding that is needed in supportive housing projects upon opening
– often 1-2 years after capital commitments are secured – can be secured at the same
time as capital funding and then factored into project underwriting.

We appreciate the opportunity to work with MHFA on achieving our mutual goals in preventing
and ending homelessness and look forward to further discussions on these important issues.
Sincerely,

Anne Mavity
Director of New Projects
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Via mn.housing@state.mn.us
August 29, 2014
Minnesota Housing Partnership, by Chip Halbach

Comments on 2015 Affordable Housing Plan
These comments supplement those submitted May 9 by MHP and respond to the draft AHP
released August 13.
Maintain the Foundation Role: We appreciate seeing that the draft AHP repeats the $2 million
investment in the Strategic Priority Contingency Fund included in the 2014 AHP. This provides
the Agency needed funds to test new program ideas or respond to new needs arising during the
course of the program year.
Emphasizing Rental: With the use of new bonding funds and the allocation of HOME funds for
rental preservation, the Agency is making a needed sizable investment in the state’s affordable
rental supply. However, we recommend that the Agency do more than it is currently doing to
provide affordable rental opportunities for large low-income families and for families/individuals
with blemished credit, crime or rental histories. In addition, we encourage the Agency to make
permanent and provide rules for the new PINES rental stabilization program pilot so that owners
have a clearer idea regarding how to access those funds.
Needed Product Development: We didn’t see in the draft AHP a commitment to facilitate mixed
income development; therefore we hope that this activity can be carried out in the normal
course of administering the Agency’s rental programs. We appreciate the intent to work closely
with DEED in financing the housing needed to accommodate Minnesota’s growing rural
workforce.
Expand the Rural Initiatives: We appreciate the Agency’s intent to continue the rural rehab pilot
and other initiatives of importance to rural communities. The rural rehab pilot provides the type
of flexible funds needed in rural communities, so we are concerned that the Agency is not
adding Pool 3 funds for this purpose to supplement the $559,000 appropriated by the
legislature. We expect that with the conclusion of the pilot greater investments will be made in
this program in future years.
Time Needed to React to Proposed AHP Budget: While we greatly appreciate the effort the
Agency took to add additional days to the timespan between the date that the AHP budget is
first available and the comment deadline, it is still troubling that a proposal for a $104 million
commitment of public funds (combined Pool 2 and Pool 3) is only available to the public for
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review and comment for a period of 17 days. We hope that the Agency continues to look for
ways to maximize the amount of time available to comment on its proposed budget.
In addition to the topics raised in May we add the following:
A. Link the AHP to the housing initiative of the Metropolitan Council. The draft AHP did not list
the Metropolitan Council as one of the agencies with which Minnesota Housing will work
closely. We understand that the final AHP will clarify the Agency’s current and continuing
working relationship with the Council as that body completes and implements its Housing Policy
Plan. We recommend that Minnesota Housing contribute to that working relationship a
commitment of funding for action-step related expenses coming out of the Housing Policy Plan,
such as the proposed Fair Housing Center which currently appears in the Council’s draft plan.
B. Racial disparity is not just a homeownership concern. The draft AHP identifies a priority for
expanding choices for historically underserved and under-resourced communities and proposes
strategies to respond to the 37.6% difference in homeownership rates for underserved
communities compared to the white population. The AHP should recognize that the
racial/ethnic disparities in homelessness and rental cost burden are even greater than those for
homeownership and, at minimum for public education purposes, show that resource
commitments to low-income rental housing and to address homelessness are critical strategies
to reduce these disparities. In the coming year the Agency’s new multi-family assistant
commissioner should meet with groups representing the respective communities of color to
identify any unique strategies that could be employed to reduce homelessness among their
constituents.
C. The AHP should address increased numbers of seniors who are homeless or extremely low
income renters. The AHP should add strategies to assist low-income seniors who are not
homeowners along with those now in the draft AHP intended to help low income seniors who
are homeowners stay in their homes. There is a particular need related to seniors of color with
adult children who seek affordable rental housing options.
D. Help owners support people in homeless units. Some nonprofits are able to fundraise to pay
for the extra time and cost of being responsible owners of properties with ten percent of units
allocated to homeless individuals or families. Many for profit owners, public agencies and
smaller nonprofits do not have that source of donations. To enable a broad group of owners to
successfully operate properties with these homeless units some funding is required to cover
extra management costs. The Agency should allow for this cost in their underwriting or establish
a fund for that purpose.
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METROPOLITAN INTERFAITH COUNCIL ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING
“Do Justice, love mercy and walk humbly with your God” Micah 6:8

MICAH Comments on Minnesota Housing 2015 Draft Affordable Housing Plan
Thank you for the multiple opportunities that you provided the community to provide input into the
2015 Draft Affordable Housing Plan.
Overall, we believe the document provides an excellent summary and plan for use of our resources in
each program area. We are very excited about the innovative programs you are proposing.
General Comments:
We appreciate Minnesota Housing expanding the information it is providing to the public on the income
it is generating and some of the ways those funds are being utilized. We would appreciate full
disclosure/transparency of all revenue and expenses including general information about staffing costs,
use of funds for special projects such as HMIS, State Interagency on Homelessness and its plan, Heading
Home Plans, etc.
Specific Comments and Recommendations:
1. We appreciate the initiative to fund the Targeted Mortgage Opportunity Program and the
Enhance Financial Capacity Program to fund home ownership opportunities for emerging
markets with primary focus on people of color and American Indians. We appreciate you
including it again at $10.65Million. In previous comments and now we are requesting you
double the amount available in 2015 Plan to $23.3Million to further address the incredible
disparities in home ownership.
2. First time homebuyer target should be at least 50% of the funds, $200 Million, for People of
Color and American Indians.
3. Any Home Counseling funding not needed to be utilized for foreclosure prevention should be redirected into the HOME program or the Enhanced Financial Capacity Program.
4. Minnesota Housing should utilize its revenues to fund Fair Housing Centers and to begin to do
testing across the State.
5. Minnesota Housing should require all Financial Institutions it does business with to provide
access to credit for emerging markets People of color, Hispanics, American Indians, people with
disabilities) homeowners and businesses throughout the community and establish funding
mechanisms for the HOME program , Targeted Mortgage Opportunity Program and the Enhance
Financial Capacity Program.
6. Minnesota Housing should develop a Community Innovations Pool of Funding from its revenue.
This would provide funding for community based: groups, non- profits and small for profits to
access resources for pilot programs to acquire and rehab foreclosed/ vacant/ abandoned
apartments, homes, and land to develop community based housing owned by people in the
community and thus maintaining this critical community asset.
7. The Housing Trust Fund became law in 1988. In the early 2000s when the RAFS program was
ended, Minnesota Housing initially opposed the use of HTF for rent subsidies. When rent
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subsidies became an eligible use for up to 5 years. Each year Minnesota Housing has used more
and more of HTF for rent subsidies and rolled activities of other programs into the HTF but not
funded them because almost all the funding is going into rent subsidies and operating funds.
Questions: Is MN Housing limiting residents to 5 years? If not why and please provide a number
of households it anticipates serving that have been in the program over 5 years. Are programs
operating the subsidies able to require participants to participate in programming to address
issues identified together and increase resources? If no why not? Is it still the practice that the
only way a subsidy is ended is if a landlord legally evicts a resident?
We are very concerned that these critical dollars are funding many of the same people each year
and not assisting/ requiring people to access other housing options.
MN Housing has provided a significant amount of funding for supportive housing which has
helped many people with long term histories of homelessness to obtain and maintain housing.
What is State plan to invest similar resources into all people at risk and/or experiencing
homelessness?
Family Homeless Prevention and Assistance Program: We have heard from several communities
that at least Hennepin County is eliminating Prevention funding and using it all for rapid ReHousing. We believe this is short sighted and will in the long term increase homelessness( may
be not ones counted on HMIS because people will double up and not go to shelters); but it will
put incredible strain on congregations and community providers in identifying resources to help
people stay in their homes.
Second Chance Opportunities: Unlawful Detainers, poor credit histories, criminal histories are
significant barriers to people accessing rental housing. All housing funded by MN Housing should
provide opportunities to people with these issues to have a second chance and access housing.
Public assistance benefits do not provide enough resources for people to rent housing. How is
MN Housing and the Interagency addressing this issues with other State Departments?
Health Equity Report- How will MN Housing utilize the information in making all of its programs
more equitable. All programs should keep track of percentage of people of color accessing them
and it should be reported on your financial summary on each program on pages 6 and 7.
Education- Basic education on landlord tenant law, credit, budgeting, basic banking skills are no
longer taught in most schools. How will the Interagency work with the Department of Education
to educate our young people so they may be good tenants, use credit wisely and prepare for
home ownership opportunities in the future?
MICAH is exploring with congregations and community organizations utilizing a model similar to
the Home Sharing program and refugees sponsoring housing models. Will the Housing Trust
Fund be available to fund these models?
Thank you again for the opportunity to comment and make recommendations to the 2015
Action Plan. MICAH looks forward to continuing to work closely with Minnesota Housing as we
Bring Our Communities and Minnesota HOME!
Sincerely,
Sue Watlov Phillips, M.A.
Executive Director
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Saint Paul Public Housing Agency Comments on
Minnesota Housing’s Draft Affordable Housing Plan
Al Hester, Housing Policy Director
August 29, 2014
The Saint Paul Public Housing Agency (PHA) supports Minnesota Housing’s Draft Affordable Housing
Plan and offers the comments below relating to Minnesota’s Olmstead Plan.
As noted in the Executive Summary of the Minnesota Housing’s draft Affordable Housing Plan, “With
its Olmstead Plan, Minnesota will need to increase the number of opportunities for people with
disabilities to live in the community.” (page 3 of the draft plan) The PHA will continue to participate in
discussions and planning directed at meeting the commitments in the Olmstead Plan and the
Affordable Housing Plan. The PHA, as perhaps the largest provider in St. Paul of safe, affordable,
quality housing for persons with disabilities living in the community, can provide data, policies and
procedures that may assist planners and other housing providers. At the same time, we cannot expect
that the federally-funded Public Housing Program and the Housing Choice Voucher (formerly Section 8)
Program, themselves will be able to increase the number of housing opportunities for people with
disabilities to live in the community.

The draft Affordable Housing Plan specifically refers to the Olmstead Plan in the following sections:
Chapter 2 – Maximizing our Impact: An Action Plan for 2015 (page 9 of the draft plan)
Maximizing our impact is critical as the need for affordable housing continues to grow and
resources are limited. We will align our work plan and action steps in 2015 in four areas:
1) Emphasize the importance of stable housing as a platform for success
2) Offer a range of housing choices
3) Invest resources in areas of critical need
4) Do more with limited resources
1) Emphasize the importance of stable housing as a platform for success
Housing is the foundation for family and community stability. Safe, stable, affordable housing is
critical to success in education, positive health outcomes, and economic stability. Housing as a
platform for success is central to our mission.
The three other action steps listed above are key pieces to building and enhancing that platform,
but a critical step is our continued initiatives to coordinate and enhance our work with other state
agencies. Working with other agencies to better align our programs and services will allow us to
leverage each other's resources and have a larger impact and achieve broader success for low- and
moderate income Minnesotans and their communities.

W. Andrew Boss Building



555 North Wabasha Street  Suite 400
651-298-5664  Fax 298-5666



Saint Paul, Minnesota 55102-1017
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY
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St. Paul PHA Comments on Minnesota Housing’s Draft Affordable Housing Plan
August 29, 2014

Page 2

...
The Olmstead Sub-cabinet. In November of 2013, the Minnesota adopted its Olmstead Plan,
which has an overall goal of making Minnesota a place where people with disabilities are living,
learning, working and enjoying life in the most integrated settings. The plan established an
Olmstead Implementation Office, which will oversee the implementation of the plan across the
eight state agencies that serve on the Olmstead subcabinet, including Minnesota Housing. We will
host the staff of the Olmstead Implementation Office in our offices during the 2015 program year.
One of the actions for housing in the Olmstead Plan is the development of additional affordable
housing opportunities for people with disabilities. An important effort in 2015 will be the state’s
Section 811 demonstration program, which will provide 85 units of project-based rent assistance
with supportive services to people with disabilities. Specifically, the program will: (1) increase
housing opportunities for people with disabilities, (2) help people with disabilities move from
institutions to community-based settings, (3) reduce public costs of homelessness and institutional
care, (4) create a centralized outreach and referral system, and (5) develop new service linkages.
The 2015 AHP includes $235,000 for the Section 811 demonstration.
...
2) Offer a range of housing choices
Decisions about where to live are informed by social factors that are unique to each individual or
household. We strive to create financing for a range of safe, stable, affordable housing options
across the state. We will continue our commitment to creating equity in housing choices in urban,
suburban, and rural communities. We will continue to ensure that historically underserved and
under-resourced populations have access to opportunities for both successful homeownership and
affordable rental housing.
•

Choices for People with Disabilities. We will continue to support housing choice for people
with disabilities through our support of universal design criteria in the rental properties we
finance.
Other efforts include:
o Being a partner in implementing Minnesota’s Olmstead plan,
o Carrying out the Section 811 project-based rent assistance demonstration program, and
o Providing rental assistance to people with a severe mental illness through the Bridges
program.

PHA Overview
1. The PHA strongly supports the goals of the Minnesota Olmstead Plan to maximize opportunities
for persons with disabilities to
a. Live in integrated settings of their own choosing, and
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b. Receive the services they need and want, either connected to their housing or independent
from it.
To achieve those goals and have real options for their housing and services, more persons with
disabilities will need income supports and/or housing subsidies. Current subsidies are too few
and/or too low. We should not expect new federal resources to be forthcoming.
2. The St. Paul Public Housing Agency (PHA) provides safe, affordable, quality housing to a large
number of persons with disabilities, including single individuals, heads of households or two or
more, and other household members.
a. 42% of 2600 PHA hi-rise residents are single persons who are younger than 62 and who
have one or more disabilities, as high as 60% in some buildings;
b. 28% of 1700 family households living in public housing are headed by a person who is (or
their spouse is) a person with a disability who is younger than 62.
c. An unknown number of residents who are 62 or older also have disabilities.
d. A significant segment of the residents who are younger than 62 and have disabilities, are
persons with mental health issues as their primary disabling condition or a co-occurring
condition.
3. The PHA’s housing programs include:
a. Public housing: The PHA owns, manages and maintains the properties; 4253 rental units
with federal subsidies.
i. 16 hi-rises (2554 units)
ii. 4 housing developments for families (1296 units)
iii. “Scattered site” single family homes and duplexes (403 units)
b. Section 8 Housing Choice Vouchers: 4572 federal rent subsidies
i. “Tenant-based vouchers”: The voucher holder finds a unit in the private market, PHA
pays the subsidy if the unit passes inspection and the rent is “reasonable” for the unit,
and if the property owner agrees to participate.
ii. “Project-based vouchers”: The PHA has awarded almost 500 Section 8 subsidies to over
20 new or existing housing developments. Over half of those projects and units provide
permanent supportive housing with services. Many of those projects are targeted at
ending long-term homelessness and many of their residents are persons with
disabilities.
iii. Special Programs:
1. Homeless Veterans (VASH – Veterans Administration – Supportive Housing)
2. Family Unification Program (FUP)
3. Tenant Protection/Preservation Vouchers
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4. Section 8 Moderate Rehabilitation –Single Room Occupancy (SRO) units: Mary Hall,
Booth Brown House Foyer.
4. HUD funding is inadequate to support current units in public housing and Section 8, with no
prospects for significantly increased funding. For the foreseeable future we expect no funding
for new public housing units or new vouchers, other than special purpose vouchers like
Veterans Affairs Supportive Housing (VASH) vouchers.
Specific PHA Comments on the Draft Olmstead Plan
1. Public housing and Section 8 are not the cause of the problem addressed by the court decisions
following Olmstead, nor are they the solution. We want to continue to be part of the
conversations to share our experience with related issues, and to help the State and local
agencies move toward solutions where we can.
2. Public Housing is an integrated setting.
a. All residents have their own lease, private unit with kitchen and bathroom, etc.
b. Within the building residents have daily opportunities to interact with other residents who
do not have disabilities. PHA Resident Councils (one at each site) demonstrate a good mix
of residents with disabilities working side-by-side with those without disabilities, jointly
planning and participating in resident activities and governance functions. When Resident
Councils plan social outings, they rent buses that are accessible for people with disabilities.
c. Residents are free to come and go, so they can and do travel freely in the community and
interact with people without disabilities. Like other City residents, hi-rise residents with and
without disabilities visit community centers, schools, shopping areas, churches, jobs and
volunteer work sites. PHA staff encourage all residents, especially those with disabilities, to
get “out and about”. Residents with significant mobility impairments often use Metro
Mobility to get around.
3. Public housing residents choose where they live, subject to the availability of vacant units when
they are accepted to public housing. They are not “placed” there by another agency.
4. Persons with disabilities live in public housing for a variety of reasons including:
a. As required by federal statute and HUD regulations, persons with disabilities share top
priority with elderly persons for admission to 15 PHA hi-rises that were all constructed as
“elderly housing”. The 16th hi-rise (777 North Hamline Avenue) has been approved by HUD
as “designated housing” for elderly residents, so persons with disabilities have lower
priority for admission there.
b. The St. Paul PHA provides “safe, affordable, quality housing” (our mission).
c. Many PHA units have special accessibility features, and PHA staff are experienced in
working with applicants and residents who have disabilities.
d. Other affordable housing options are lacking.
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e. Supportive services are available in or near some public housing locations. PHA Human
Service Coordinators can help residents locate services in the community they may want or
need.
f. Many PHA sites are accessible by public transportation.
g. Congressional and HUD funding and program priorities have given persons with disabilities
priority access to some special public housing programs. For example, the St. Paul PHA
operates the Congregate Housing Services Program (CHSP), a 30-year-old HUD
“demonstration” program that helps frail elderly persons and persons with disabilities avoid
institutionalization by providing affordable housing, some non-medical personal services
and links to other community services. A majority of the CHSP participants now are nonelderly persons with disabilities, primarily mental impairments. The five PHA hi-rises that
are CSHP sites are among the hi-rises with the highest concentrations of non-elderly
persons with disabilities. Services for some CHSP participants are partly paid through MA
waiver funding.
h. The PHA partners with service providers on other special programs for persons with
disabilities, including the Wilder Foundation’s Assisted Living Program and Accessible Space,
Inc. both of which provide services to some hi-rise residents.
5. Several Project-Based Voucher (PBV) projects that provide permanent supportive housing are
specifically funded to serve people with disabilities. Residents are not “placed” there. They
voluntarily choose to live there and accept the services offered. (HUD rules require PBVsupportive housing residents to accept the services.) Even though that creates
“concentrations” of persons with disabilities, those projects should be allowed to continue as
they are. Alternative models of subsidized housing and services should also be developed to
maximize the choices available to persons with disabilities.
6. HUD’s statement on the “Role of Housing in Accomplishing the Goals of Olmstead” (issued June
4, 2013) specifically states that no requirements of existing HUD programs have changed. For
example, the Section 811 program will continue to serve persons with disabilities exclusively, as
authorized by Congress.
7. The HUD statement reminds housing agencies that they are permitted and encouraged—but
not required—to give some admission preference to persons with disabilities who are
transitioning from or at serious risk of entering an institutional setting are permissible. As
explained above, the PHA’s CHSP specifically serves this population in public housing, and some
of the Section 8 project-based voucher programs also serve persons with disabilities who are at
risk of institutionalization. Any consideration of extending an admission preference to more
persons with disabilities would have to weigh the housing needs of other low-income families
and individuals in the community.
Thank you for considering these comments. Feel free to contact me (Al.Hester@stpha.org,
651-292-6173) if you would like more information.
Al Hester, Housing Policy Director, St. Paul PHA
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August 28, 2014
Commissioner Mary Tingerthal
Minnesota Housing Finance Agency
400 Sibley Street, Suite 300
Saint Paul, MN 55101‐1998
Dear Commissioner Tingerthal:
On behalf of the Minnesota Community Land Trust Coalition and its members, we appreciate the opportunity to provide
comments to the Minnesota Housing Finance Agency 2015 Draft Affordable Housing Plan. We are incredibly
appreciative of the Agency’s continued leadership in supporting affordable housing opportunities across the state and
grateful for the partnership afforded to Minnesota Community Land Trusts. In particular, we believe the Agency’s Phase‐
Three Action Plan For Maximizing Our Impact has several points of alignment as Community Land Trusts (CLTs) statewide
not only create affordable housing opportunities today, but take the one‐time public investment and leverage it over
time.
We would like to submit the following comments to the Affordable Housing Plan:
Area 1: Emphasize the importance of stable housing as a platform for success (pages 9‐11 of plan)
Consider the inclusion of programs and practices such as MN CLTs that also highlight the importance of stable housing.
The Action Plan does a very good job of demonstrating its effectiveness in aligning with numerous councils, cabinets, and
other government agencies. In addition, we would like to suggest that it might be useful to also highlight housing
programs that provide a more holistic approach to household success beyond housing. In particular, CLTs have a track
record of providing supportive and responsive homeownership stewardship and post‐purchase services that extend well
beyond the closing table to the households served. While we can speak to the holistic homeownership support provided
by CLTs, it is also worth noting these wrap‐ around services are also provided through many supportive homelessness
and rental organizations.
Area 4: Do more with limited resources (pages 13‐15 of plan)
Consider highlighting CLTs and other programs that leverage investment over time as the means by which MN Housing
Finance Agency achieves this goal. There are now over 1,000 CLT homes in Minnesota. The vast majority of those
homes have MN Housing funding tied to the long‐term affordability of the homes and are positioned to leverage the
initial investment over multiple generations of low‐to‐ moderate income households across Minnesota. There is a great
opportunity to demonstrate not only the initial leverage brought by local and private resources, but especially to
demonstrate the leverage over multiple CLT resales.
Technical Assistance and Operating Support (pages 56 of plan)
Consider adding CLT stewardship capacity support as an added expenditure of these funds. As like many of the other
listed expenditures, MN CLTs are in need of additional capacity to further best practices, grow organizational capacity,
and align resources related to the ongoing stewardship of perpetually affordable homeownership housing stock in MN.
We are thankful for the continued partnership and support of MN CLTs from MN Housing Finance Agency and look
forward to assisting the Agency in achieving its goals in 2015.
Sincerely,

Jeffrey A. Washburne
Executive Director, City of Lakes Community Land Trust
Current Board Chair, MN CLT Coalition

MN CLT Coalition, c/o CLCLT, 1930 Glenwood Avenue, Mpls., MN 55405

612‐594‐7150 jeff@clclt.org
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Schack, Becky (MHFA)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cheryl Jacobson <CherylJacobson@dakotacda.state.mn.us>
Friday, August 29, 2014 1:06 PM
*MHFA_MN Housing
AHP Comments

On behalf of Dakota County Community Development Agency, thank you for the opportunity to provide further
comment on the 2015 Affordable Housing Plan.
Dakota County Community Development Agency applauds the efforts of Minnesota Housing in putting
together a comprehensive business plan for 2015. In following up on our original comments submitted in
May, the CDA urges the Agency:
1.) To take a leading role in addressing the demand for senior housing focusing on senior housing
beyond homeownership options. The AHP focuses on addressing senior housing choice related to aging
in place and providing accessibility features. While programs and funding for these types of solutions is
important in addressing the growing senior housing concern, the rental crisis facing seniors demands
attention that isn’t addressed in the draft plan. Because of the major increase in the senior population
and because a significant percentage of new seniors will be reliant on social security as their primary
and very meager income source, the AHP should provide strategies for seniors who are not
homeowners.
2.) To develop funding or programming solutions that address the preservation and
improvement needs of naturally occurring or unsubsidized affordable housing. We encourage
Minnesota Housing to evaluate existing programs and make programmatic and funding adjustments that
support these valuable community/affordable housing resources.
And finally, the CDA urges Minnesota Housing and the Met Council to collaborate with each other on housing
plans –Minnesota Housing’s Affordable Housing Plan and Met Council’s Housing Policy Plan.

Cheryl Jacobson
Director of Administration
Dakota County CDA

Sent from my iPad
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Sia Her, Executive Director
Council on Asian Pacific Minnesotans
Minnesota Housing Finance Agency 2015 Affordable Housing Plan
Before the Committee on Housing Finance and Policy
August 26, 2014
Thank you Madam Chair and members of the Committee
Good Morning, my name is Sia Her. I am the Executive Director of the Council on Asian Pacific
Minnesotans. It is an honor and privilege to provide my testimony on Minnesota Housing
Finance Agency’s 2015 Affordable Housing Plan on behalf of Asian Pacific communities in
Minnesota.
The Asian population is the fastest growing ethnic group in Minnesota and nationally. The Asian
Pacific community is extremely diverse and the aggregate data on home ownership and income
does not capture the existing disparities experienced by our South-East Asian communities,
especially its new refugee communities such as the Karen and the Bhutanese.
Our Council is concerned about the increasing cost of rent in the Twin Cities region, making
renting an impossible option or a burden for low-income Asian families. Many of our families
lack monthly gross income that are 3 times of the rent as required by private landlords. Many of
our new refugee and immigrant families and individuals lack rental and credit history required in
the traditional housing market. Therefore, our families are more likely to encounter hazardous
living situations for cheaper rent or forgo renting by boarding with relatives.
We are also concerned about the lack of affordable rental housing for large families in the metro
area. The average household size for Asians is 3.5 which is larger than other racial groups and
often results in overcrowded housing. It is not rare to see a single Asian mother with four
children living in a one bedroom apartment or see four Asian male adults sharing a one bedroom
apartment.
Additionally, we are concerned about the low-numbers of Asian families accessing transitional
and supportive housing along with experiencing long waiting periods for Public housing due to
lack of housing options to accommodate large family sizes. Furthermore, many of our SouthEast Asian families fail to qualify as chronically homeless and/ or experiencing repeated
episodes of homelessness because they tend to rely on their extended families and move from
one relative to another without ever encountering the homeless shelter system.
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There are families and individuals in our communities who truly are in need of safe and stable
housing, and are encountering barriers such as language, transportation, underemployment,
inability to access resources, stigma, and shame.
Therefore, we recommend that the MHFA 2015 Housing Plan:
I.
II.

III.
IV.
V.

VI.

VII.

Allow consumers of the rental subsidy programs the choice to live in the community and
the neighborhood of their choice
Increase the funding provided through the Department of Education for highly mobile
children, and specifically target shelters and schools serving specific communities and
communities of color
Increase the available funding for short-term (2-5 years) rental assistance programs to
help families achieve financial stability in order to maintain stable housing
Increase funding for programs targeting large family sizes and multi-family homes to
remain and be affordable in the metro area
Insure that the communities of color and especially the Asian communities are aware of
homeownership education, counseling, and other resources, and programs such as the
Enhanced Homeownership Capacity Initiative and the Targeted Mortgage Opportunity
Program
Direct the counties receiving the Family Homeless Prevention and Assistance Program
fund to ensure that Asian families have access to the program without having to go
through the traditional homeless shelter by expanding how the funds are distributed
Lastly, we recommend the MHFA increase the percentage of households of color,
especially from our emerging communities accessing programs such as Low-Income
Housing Tax, Monthly Payment Loans, and other programs.

Our Council thanks the Minnesota Housing Finance Agency for drafting a plan that seeks to
ensure sustainable and affordable homes for all. We are committed to collaborating with MHFA
and other governmental agencies to ensure that all Minnesotans have access to safe, stable, and
affordable homes.
Thank you!
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Schack, Becky (MHFA)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dan Cain <dcain@rseden.org>
Friday, August 29, 2014 11:46 AM
*MHFA_MN Housing
Public Comment period ends today.

Over the past two decades RS EDEN has developed, or participated in developing, nearly 500 units of affordable,
supportive, sober housing. This was done in recognition of the diverse nature of homelessness and the need for some
people, and families, to have a sober community within which to enhance their path to sustainability. From Alliance
Apartments, to Portland Village, Jackson Street Village, Seventh Landing, Central Avenue Apartments, Lindquist
Apartments, Belle Haven and Emanuel Housing, these programs have been remarkably successful in keeping formerly
homeless individuals and families housed, sober and employed. But political winds change, and they tend to blow to
extremes. Housing that requires a commitment to sobriety, productivity and accountability has fallen out of favor for
“Housing First” models. It is encouraging to see that the plan put for the by Minnesota Housing recognizes the need for
a full continuum of options. However, we are very concerned with how plans are implemented. This past funding cycle,
we were at risk of losing service funding for Portland Village, a multi-family project with 26 units, where progress to
stability and sustainability exceeds that recognized in any other family project we are aware of. Why? In part because
the powers that be, when developing a ranking system for funding, saw fit to award points to projects that specifically
utilized a “Housing First” model, and penalize projects that did not. Homelessness is not homogenic. For some it needs
to be addressed with a “no stipulations or expectations” response, for others accountability, expectations and support
are critical, particularly when there are children involved. To successfully address homelessness we need to meet
people where they are and recognize they are far from all being in the same place. Then we need to determine what
programs to support for what people by the outcomes those programs achieve. While I understand the tendency of
various philosophies to compete with each other for scarce funding dollars, it seems unconscionable to put successful
programs at risk over ideology. Minnesota Housing should take a lead to assure that this is not allowed to happen.
Dan Cain
President
RS EDEN
612-287-1611
www.rseden.org
www.rsilaboratories.org
The only competitor you need to fear is the one who ignores you altogether. His energy is directed toward making a
better product, not to comparing his product to yours or himself to you.

This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Unauthorized
use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by
reply e-mail and delete the message. Please report any e-mail irregularities to: netsecurity@rseden.org. Thank
you.
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2233 Unive rsity Avenue W
W., Suite 434 S
St. Paul, MN 5
55114
Tel: 651
1-645-7332 | Fax: 651-645-7560
ww
ww.mnhomeleesscoalition.orrg|info@mnho
omelesscoalitio
on.org
August 28,, 2014
Minnesota Housing Finan
nce Agency
400 Sibleyy Street, Suite 300
3
St. Paul, MN
M 55101-1998
8
RE: Comme
ents on MHFA’s 2015 Draft Affordable
A
Houssing Plan
Commissio
oner Tingerthal and MHFA Boa
ard Members:
Thank you for the opportu
unity to provide
e input on MHF
FA’s 2015 Drafft Affordable Hoousing Plan. W
We appreciate yyours’
and the Ag
gency’s committment to comm
munity engagem
ment and involvvement. Pleasee take the follo
owing commentts into
consideration when finalizing the docum
ment. Along witth our nearly 20
00 members, w
we look forward to partneringg with
you and to continued progress in 2015 and beyond.
ps with State Agencies
A
Partnership
MCH appre
eciates MHFA partnerships
p
with other state agencies as paart of a larger eemphasis on housing as a pla
atform
for successs. There are log
gical connectio
ons in regard to
o housing to bee made betweeen various state
e agencies, as
recognized
d in the Statewiide Plan to Prevvent and End Homelessness.
H
. Moreover, thee recognition of housing as a
platform fo
or success applies to more than just individu
uals and houseeholds; it appliees to state programs as well. When
us public progrrams, regardlesss of
we prioritizze stable housing for individua
als and familie
es when partici pating in variou
the agencyy administering
g the program, we ensure thatt we’re maximiizing the value of those progrrams. For exam
mple,
Minnesota has invested nearly
n
$1 billion in E-12 educcation over the last two years. If we ensure tthat students’
eeds are met before they ente
er and after the
ey leave the claassroom, it bettter positions sstudents for succcess
housing ne
while in the
e classroom, ass well as a maxximum return on
o our investm ent. Additionallly, there is the
e potential to re
ealize
savings in other programss. MCH hopes that MHFA will continue to exxplore and prom
mote the role h
housing plays in a
variety of areas
a
and agen
ncies, includingg but not limited
d to: managingg/reducing hea
alth care costs and coordinatiing
care assocciated with chro
onic health con
nditions, helping individuals sseek, gain, and maintain educcation and
employmen
nt, ensuring the safety, stabilization and self sufficiency off victims of dom
mestic violence
e and human
trafficking, and reducing rates of incarceration/re-offe
ense (and assoociated costs).
Housing Ch
hoices
ntext of manda
MCH appre
eciates emphassis on housing choices, especcially in the con
ates created byy Olmsted. We
recognize that
t
along with additional emphasis on integgration, there aare likely to be associated co
osts. We hope tthat as
the implem
mentation of the
e Olmsted Plan
n begins to cha
ange the housin
ng settings con
nsidered appro
opriate, that pro
ogram
and fundin
ng eligibility refllects these cha
anges. Addition
nally, MCH wan ts to ensure th
hat responses tto new mandattes
are workab
ble throughout the state, while allowing spacce for innovatioon to meet futu
ure needs. Ourr goal is that in the
event indivviduals or families relocate fro
om institutiona
alized settings tto community-b
based settingss, they are able to do
so in a com
mmunity of theiir choosing, particularly in gre
eater Minnesotta. This might rrequire addition
nal capacity for
service pro
oviders, developers and continuums of care in greater Min
nnesota, but ch
hoice in housingg should includ
de a
desired and familiar community to an in
ndividual or fam
mily.
Rental Hou
using Productio
on
We apprecciate emphasis on rental houssing production
n/operating asssistance. MCH has three longg-term goals re
elated
to rental ho
ousing producttion and we loo
ok forward to pursuing them i n partnership w
with MHFA:
1.) In
nclude affordab
ble housing at roughly
r
10% off every bondingg bill passed (w
without buildingg a large-scale
e
ca
ampaign): Minn
nesota is in an affordable hou
using crisis. Wh
hile the word “crisis” is often used more fre
eely
th
han it should be
e, MCH believe
es this to be tru
ue. Until Minneesota emerges from this crisiss, we feel stron
ngly
th
hat the legislatu
ure should, as a matter of tra
adition and agreeement amongg the Governorr and legislative
e
le
eadership, inclu
ude affordable housing at rou
ughly 10% of an
ny omnibus bonding bill passsed. Our prefere
ence
would be that th
his is done with
hout a large sca
ale campaign eevery other yea
ar, so that MCH
H, Homes for All and
MHFA
M
can focuss efforts elsewh
here.
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2.) Id
dentify sources of funding to do
d significant production
p
andd preservation oof rental housiing every year:
Housing Infrastrructure Bonds have
h
quickly be
ecome an indisspensable tool for rental houssing production
n. The
hallenge is thatt they are only sold on a large
e scale every otther year. MHFFA’s own data ffrom the previo
ous
ch
se
everal biennia show
s
that in ye
ears following a non-bonding year, rental hoousing productiion decreases by
ab
bout 2,000 uniits. MCH hopess that MHFA an
nd community ppartners will coontinue to explore options forr a
de
edicated sourcce of revenue to
o pay debt servvice on Housingg Infrastructuree Bonds, so they can be sold
an
nnually. Additio
onally, while MC
CH recognizes the critical neeed to fund renttal assistance o
out of the Houssing
Trrust Fund, we believe
b
a worth
hwhile long-term
m goal is to buiild out of it aga
ain without havving to use procceeds
from the sale of Housing Infrasstructure Bonds.
3.) Acchieve a vacan
ncy rate that su
upports reduce
ed need for sheelter in crisis sittuations: While
e MCH supports
in
nvestment and capacity for a statewide conttinuum of houssing and servicces, we recognize the significa
ant
so
ocietal and fina
ancial costs cre
eated by a relia
ance on shelterr as part of Min
nnesota’s crisiss response sysstem.
So
ome housing advocates
a
liken
n shelter to eme
ergency roomss in that we’ll always need the
em around. Wh
hile
esort,
th
his is perhaps true,
t
MCH liken
ns shelter to em
mergency room
ms in that they a
are to be reserrved as a last re
ass they are each
h extremely cosstly interventions that in man y conditions, ccould and should be avoided. MCH
wants to work to
oward a statew
wide vacancy ra
ate that allows tthe crisis respoonse system to
o rely less on
em
mergency sheltter and instead
d allows service
e providers to iimmediately m
move household
ds from a housing
se
etting coming to
t an end to sta
able housing.
Rental Assistance
MCH encou
urages MHFA to
t find ways to mitigate reducctions, while sligght, in rental a
assistance from
m the federal
governmen
nt. The coupling
g of an extreme
ely low vacancyy rate with dem
mographic/prefference change
es has priced m
many
householdss out of the ma
arket. The pairing of housing with
w a rental vooucher can oftten be a simple
e remedy to thiss
challenge, but the latter is consistently subject
s
to flat funding
f
and/o r reductions. A
Additional fundiing for rental
assistance
e can ensure th
hat new partnerrships between
n state agenciees, along with investments in new initiativess, are
successful. In addition to maximizing re
eturn on program investment,, we need to en
nsure that inve
estments made
e in
affordable rental housing
g production, much
m
of it suppo
ortive housing,, have an adeq
quate supply off vouchers to pa
air
with new units. It is the hope of MCH that after demon
nstrating succeess in areas of highly-mobile ffamilies and exxoffender re
e-entry, that MH
HFA will pursue
e base increase
es to Housing TTrust Fund Ren
ntal Assistance
e in 2015.
Capacity Building
MCH hopess capacity build
ding funds are directed towarrd the activitiess of Greater Miinnesota Continuums of Care
e and
other organ
nizations in Gre
eater Minnesotta, such as land trusts workin
ng to expand th
heir reach and increase activity.
These orga
anizations are continuously
c
sttretching alread
dy thin resourcces and innova
ating to ensure that a full and
redundant continuum of housing and se
ervices exists everywhere
e
outtside of the meetro. These critical funds ensu
ure
aff from service
e providers with
hin a Continuum
m of Care are a
able to spend sstaff time applyying
that coordiinators and sta
for federal funds, as well as attending and
a facilitating regional meetiings. This modest investmentt upfront on the
e part
nsures that sta
ate dollars inve
ested in the hou
using and serv ice continuum, along with the
e federal dollarrs
of MHFA en
leveraged, go as far as po
ossible.

Dan Kitzbe
erger
Policy Direcctor
Minnesota Coalition for th
he Homeless
2233 University Ave. W., Suite 434
Saint Paul,, MN 55114
W: 651-64
45-7332/C: 507
7-382-9205
www.mnho
omelesscoalitio
on.org
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Schack, Becky (MHFA)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kaydee Stockinger <Kaydee.Stockinger@tricap.org>
Thursday, August 28, 2014 9:40 AM
*MHFA_MN Housing
Comments on Affordable Housing Plan

Tri-CAP has compiled a few comments regarding the Affordable Housing Plan Draft for 2015
-While we understand the great impact that homeownership has on the economy, many of our clients are not ready
for homeownership, even if they would be able to afford the mortgage. There are many other aspects of
homeownership that would make it very difficult for an individual to go from homelessness to owning a home.
Along with the financial education that is required or offered for new homeowners, will there be education on
maintaining a home, will the households have a case worker to contact when they need assist? There seems to be an
extreme difference for the budget in providing homeownership versus rental assistance, which more of our clients
need.
-Have great concerns about the strong emphasis on homeownership. We need to help our clients build better
economic foundations before homeownership is a consideration. Many of our clients are struggling with basic
needs and cannot afford homeownership. In rural areas, some services are difficult like transportation and jobs pay
a lot less yet rents are still very high. The disparities in finding adequate, safe and affordable rental units are great.
-We would like to see more flexibility versus prescribed spending categories for FHPAP to allow for “out of the
box” creative solutions to tackle family needs. Funding is far too restrictive.
-More funding for extremely low income and “workforce housing”. Strong consideration and support for our large
immigrant population and communities of color.
-Ability to hire staff to do more outreach and assistance to immigrant population and communities of color as a
whole to tackle some of these disparities.
-Some of the biggest struggles our families face have to do with housing, transportation and child care costs. Many
of our clients are segmented into low wage jobs making subsidies necessary for their survival. Some of our families
cannot access many housing subsidies due to past evictions, criminal record and so on. We need to provide a better
safety net for those clients most at risk. Beyond rental assistance, case management is necessary to ensure success in
our clients.
-When looking for housing, a client with multiple barriers benefits from having case management just as much as
the rental assistance. Landlords who are reluctant to rent to an individual with multiple barriers can be persuaded by
knowing the client will have regular meetings with a case worker to maintain stable housing.
-Lengthy waiting lists and closed lists for Section 8 are of great concern in our area. Very limited income based
housing options mean that our families struggle to leave shelter.
Thank you for taking the time to hear our comments and concerns.

Kaydee Stockinger

Housing Counselor
Tri-County Action Program
1210 23rd Avenue South
Waite Park MN 56387
320.257.4502
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hesitant to offer such a product. If the Agency were to pilot such a product with success, it seems like the private
market may then be willing to step in.
On the multi-family development side, we are enthusiastic about the Agency implementing the MAP program as well as
rolling out the PINES Initiative. Our members want to be partners in the PINES Initiative, and we additionally hope that
the reference to critical affordable rental units also includes the preservation of some below market rental housing in
key locations where they are at risk of being turned into high-rent housing. Our members have often suggested that
they could play a role in preserving such units without requiring as substantial development costs as new construction
entails. The only multifamily program that we would consider adding to the toolkit is a product to support senior rental
housing.
We additionally appreciate the noted recognition that while the Agency intends to emphasize cost containment, that
there are a number of factors that developers have no control over. We continue to remind the Agency that
development in areas of high opportunity also carry high land costs and often take longer to develop. Our members are
participating in the winning Cost Challenge group, and are discussing ways to streamline zoning and other costs of
development but we welcome opportunities to work with the Agency to continue conversations about balancing cost
containment with an interest in developing quality affordable housing in a variety of settings. One big challenge right
now is that cost containment tends to be looked at as a per-unit cost. Many communities need the most affordable
housing for families, necessitating larger units and when calculating a per-unit cost these units are more expensive than
a one-bedroom or studio apartment.
Finally, we like that the Agency is specifically reviewing program operations to streamline services and add flexibility.
We believe that this is an essential element to emphasizing cost containment. We also urge the Agency to create a
more efficient closing process, and develop a method to award Enterprise loans where the Agency would award funding
for a select number of units to be developed by a particular organization over a period of time (perhaps 2 years) and
parameters like affordability, target residents, and location; thereby lowering transactional costs and allowing for more
flexibility
Thank you again for providing this opportunity to share the insights and ideas of our members. MCCD and our members
look forward to partnering with the Agency throughout the coming year.

Thank you,

Jim Roth
Metropolitan Consortium of Community Developers
Executive Director
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Schack, Becky (MHFA)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Justin Vorbach <JustinV@swmhp.org>
Tuesday, August 26, 2014 11:38 AM
*MHFA_MN Housing
AHP input

For years, Minnesota’s six rural Continuums of Care received $35,000/year/CoC for coordination expenses. In 2012,
$210,000 in coordination investment yielded over $5,000,000 in federal funds toward ending homelessness in MN.
$35,000/CoC/Year was never enough to cover the training, travel and staffing costs associated with coordinating a CoC.
In 2014, MN Housing was able to increase the coordination amount to $60,000/year/CoC.
In 2015, this amount will drop to $50,000/CoC/Year.
With new HUD mandates and a changes to HMIS, coordinating a CoC is at least a full time job, and more like a job and a
half.
Given the tremendous return on investment, I encourage MN Housing commit to funding each rural MN CoC at a
minimum of $60,000/year/CoC beginning in 2015.
-Justin Vorbach
SW MN
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Schack, Becky (MHFA)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Audrey Moen <audrey@northlandcounseling.org>
Monday, August 18, 2014 3:04 PM
*MHFA_MN Housing
Comments on plan

Dear Staff:
Thank you for putting together a very good public webinar. I was able to listen to it today and to also hear the questions
and answers.
My comments are short and cut to the chase.
• The plan is comprehensive, it deals with every area of housing from homelessness to home ownership including
rehabilitation of units
• The point in time for ending homelessness not only needs to be addressed in the Metro, it also needs to be
addressed in Greater MN. How can agencies realistically take a PIT count in mid January?
Anyone living up north that is homeless will honestly tell you that they are not going to freeze to death on the
streets. This may sound harsh, this is the wording I hear from the homeless directly. They will either double up,
hop from place to place, or get a few people together to rent a hotel room for a night. Our shelter is small, one
of the few in rural MN, it is always full and the time is only 30 days. We need more funding for shelters.
• GRH funding – it’s great to hear that the program is under an open comment period and up for major
revisions. It is a much needed program and does so much good.
• Re Senior housing, yes, we are an aging population, the funding for a variety of programs is much needed and
appreciated.
• People benefit from permanent supportive housing seeing the applicant come in exactly where they are at with
individual plans, not a template, stamped out plan – Homes for All, is a good model. There is not enough PSH
available, it was a program that worked, then the funding disappeared. I always wonder why if something is
working, why not keep it if it is not broken?
• The HTF re-entry housing voucher program is an early piloted success. Thank you for funding this pilot state
wide. The dollars for support are too limited. People coming out of prison need a lot of help and support,
guidance and direction. It is good to be able to partner with the MN DOC system. They are easy to work with.
• Housing is so tight that even with the funding we do not have enough housing stock. What your plan addresses
is true, with foreclosures, more people are renting, there is less available rentals. We need work force housing.
I look forward to the final plan. Thanks for all you do to help create affordable housing throughout the State of
Minnesota.
Respectfully,
Audrey Moen
Housing Manager
Northland Counseling Center, Inc.
Grand Rapids, MN
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Affordable Housing Plan 2015 Draft
August 18, 2014, Webinar Q & A
Answered by Commissioner Mary Tingerthal and Research
Director John Patterson
When will the information on the new homebuyer programs be available with details?
I assume that this has to do with our Targeted Mortgage Opportunity Program and our Enhanced Homeownership
Capacity Program. Last month, we allocated the funds to local organizations. We plan to announce which administrators
will provide the counseling and the special mortgage financing in late September. We want to give the groups that were
selected time to ensure that they’re set up appropriately for the new programs and are ready to accept phone calls and
referrals.
The other item, that you may be interested in, is our new replacement program for the HOME HELP program, which we
are calling Deferred Payment Loan Plus. The program will provide down-payment and closing-cost assistance using more
flexible funds from our Pool 3/foundation. The funding will be made available October 1st, when this new AHP Plan goes
into effect.
Are any of the funded groups in the Targeted Mortgage program servingout-state communities?
We do have organizations that are willing to accept counseling referrals for people that live outside the metropolitan area.
In addition, if those individuals need a mortgage from the Targeted Mortgage program from lenders that are open to
processing applications for folks that are outside the metro area, there are opportunities. We will be announcing more
details when we make the public announcement in late September.
Are transportation issues being considered, including senior housing in the area of hospitals and clinics, etc.?
We do emphasize location efficiency (including access to transit) in our process for selecting housing projects for funding.
If you’re coming in for funding through our Multifamily Super RFP or the Single Family Impact Fund, your proximity to
public transportation is a key selection criteria and something we’re very cognizant about. In general, senior housing and
access to the services and amenities that seniors need is a critical issue that we have identified and will continue to
emphasize.
With the transportation points needed for tax credit properties, many rural areas are left out of receiving tax credits
needed for multi-housing programs. How do you plan to address this issue?
We very consciously use a different standard around location efficiency when it comes to the metro area vs. Greater
Minnesota, particularly rural areas. In the metro, it really is geared towards access to public transportation and proximity
to that. Within Greater Minnesota, we give credit to areas that have dial-a-ride transportation services. Also, we look at
locations that are efficient with respect to access to grocery stores, clinics and things like that. I’ve analyzed over time
which projects qualify for the location efficiency points and which projects get the tax credits, and it’s a pretty even split
between Greater Minnesota and the metro area. It is something we will continue to monitor, and if we notice that
Greater Minnesota is at a disadvantage, we would probably make some sort of an adjustment to account for that.
Will there be a change in how funds will be allocated or to the approval process taking into consideration the size of
community and overall impact?
We allocate our funds based on the application, and we don’t have quotas or amounts that we give to specific
communities. We do look at the distribution of resource around the state after selections are completed, and look at
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where those funds are going and how do they match up with needs. Typically, we find that larger communities with larger
needs get more funding over time. For some programs, such as the tax credit program, cities like Saint Paul and
Minneapolis get their own allocation, along with Dakota and Washington Counties. We don’t specifically have any criteria
around giving more dollars to larger communities, but it does work out well. As far as impact, we’re always looking for
impact, which is one of the primary drivers of our selection process. So developments that work well and have a large
impact succeed quite well in our selection process.
I recently attended a DHS community meeting on GRH reform; the proposed reforms to GRH would cost housing
developers a lot of money and would make it very hard to develop new projects (as it transitions away from any projectbased and only supports tenant-based voucher style options) Is Minnesota Housing planning to develop a
complimentary plan to address this gap?
We are still in very active discussion with DHS about this. We have expressed our concerns to them about the negative
impact that the proposed changes could have on our ability to produce new units of housing. I would say that DHS is
listening very actively to our concerns and we have yet to determine what their final proposals will be. There’s a real
creative tension between the desire to provide people with housing in communities and the whole idea of project based
vouchers. We have tried to make the argument with DHS that having a limited number of project-based vouchers
available would provide us the opportunity to actually integrate supported units into overall projects. Project-based
assistance would accomplish both pieces, so we are actively in discussion with DHS on that point.
Can you review the concerns raised regarding the GRH proposal again?
For those who are not familiar with Group Residential Housing, it’s a program that is administered by the Minnesota
Department of Human Services (DHS) and provides a form of rental assistance for eligible individuals, primarily single
individuals. DHS is currently in an open comment period looking at some major revisions to that program. Over the last 68 years, Minnesota Housing has worked very closely with DHS under our various homeless initiatives to provide
commitments of GRH units for rental properties. As they are looking at revisions, they’re looking to simplify the program
in many ways and provide more of the assistance on more of an individualized tenant-based voucher basis. That is causing
us some concern because we believe that there is a place for both tenant-based vouchers and project-based vouchers and
that both will provide what we think is an ability to develop more units because project-based assistance gives the
developers the certainty of knowing that they can count on funds from those units. DHS has been holding hearings around
the state, and for those who would like more information on this topic, we recommend looking into those hearings and
finding out how you can submit comments.
Will all these funding sources be available in the Super RPF or do some have different funding cycles?
Most of our multifamily rental production is through the Super RFP and this includes tax credits, amortizing loans, and
deferred loans. Aside from that, there are some pipeline funding options for amortizing loans and some deferred loans.
On the single family side, the only programs going through the Super RFP would be the Impact Fund. Our mortgage
products and our home improvement programs on the Single Family side are all handled on a pipeline or ongoing basis.
How will new developments be positioned to advance equity and comply with Fair Housing requirements?
We are working very closely with the Metropolitan Council on their new Housing Plan, and we have reviewed our new
Affordable Housing Plan for 2015 with a lens of ensuring that we are in compliance with fair housing and making more
choices available. You saw in the presentation, we are really trying to be in an active dialog with communities of color, and
it was really from those dialogs that we created the Targeted Mortgage Program and the Enhanced Homeownership
Capacity Program that will be rolling out next month. We’re listening, but we can always do better. So if there are those
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on the phone that think we’ve missed something, please let us know in your comments.

Will there be any change through the multifamily selection process that currently favors housing that serves families, or
housing for seniors?
We’re attempting to maintain a good balance between housing for families and housing for seniors. We want to have
units that are accessible for all people, including seniors. Thus, there is a strong preference for universal design, but at the
same time, we’re also doing what we can to ensure that units are also serving families.
Do you have an estimate of how many homeless we have in the metro area that your programs could assist?
What we’re trying to do with the whole Plan to Prevent and End Homelessness is to get more precise estimates of the
number of homeless in the metro area and across the state. We're looking at the point in time counts and the Wilder
survey and figuring out how our programs under the plan will address that need. Right now, we don’t have completely
precise numbers, but it is something we’re working on as we implement the plan.
Is there anything being done to help people who have not been incarcerated but are on probation for felonies and can’t
get into rental housing?
We do work with the owners and managers of properties that receive federal assistance. There is often a conflicting set of
federal requirements about whether people with felonies can be allowed in certain kinds of housing. It’s an ongoing
dialog, and we try to work with the managers of properties to ensure that they are complying with the various
requirements, including fair housing.
Rural Continuums of Care used to receive $35,000 per year from Minnesota Housing. In 2014, this jumped to $60,000
per year. In 2015, this will drop to $50,000 per year. Can Rural CoC’s count on at least $50,000 per year after 2015 from
Minnesota Housing?
At this point, we have not done that fine-tuned level of programming for our Technical Assistance Fund, which is where
those dollar to support CoC efforts come from.
I noticed as you listed the different organizations that you’re collaborating with, I didn’t see anything in regards to
collaboration with the VA, (Veteran’s Administration) to collaborate in regards to Veterans housing and supportive
needs. Is any collaboration between these groups planned?
There are collaborations, and we simply didn’t list it because the driver of that effort is just being established at the
Minnesota Department of Veteran’s Affairs, but we are working very closely with them on that program and in fact the
Governor has signed on to a national pledge to end homelessness among veterans in the year 2015. We are working very
closely with Veteran’s Affairs through the Interagency Council on Homelessness. We are also very excited that a new VA
project at Fort Snelling is one of a very small number of projects in the country that just received notice it will be receiving
30 Project Based VASH vouchers. We’ve been working very hard on this with our congressional delegation for the past
several years. We also have several proposals in our current competitive Request for Proposals (RFP) process that would
provide additional units that target veterans. Veterans are very much a part of our homelessness initiatives.
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Please speak about the work being done in collaboration with the Interagency Council and other agencies on developing
a Matrix for how we’ll measure our progress going forward across state agencies.
What we’re doing right now, if you look at the Plan to Prevent and End Homelessness, is refining the set of performance
measures in the Plan. We are working with a team of 1-2 people from all 11 agencies, and we’re operationalizing the
measures that so that we can actually track the success. The plan is laid out with 12 broad strategic areas and some substrategies under each. Once we have a set of measures in place for each strategy, we’ll be able to track our success in
reducing the number of homeless with each strategy. The timeline of when that information will be made available is still a
little uncertain because we are putting that data together. I’m guessing that the first report will be available this coming
winter.
At the beginning of the presentation, you listed many agencies you collaborate with, and if one is not part of that list,
how would you direct a person or persons to assist in the collaboration that would assist their needs.
We do have a public phone number through which we get many calls from people who have general questions about
housing, and we try to field those calls and refer people to the most appropriate resource. But, I would also say,
particularly for people who are looking for additional services, we work with many service agencies, whose real job is to
help people get the right set of resources. Depending on what the issues are, we could certainly follow up with you, if
you’d like to send in an email about the types of housing and/or services that people are looking for.
Are the funds available for homeless only through public agencies and nonprofits, or will fundsbe available for private
projects?
Most of the funds that Minnesota Housing administers for services are through the Housing Trust Fund and the Family
Homeless Prevention and Assistance Program. These funds are generally available through a network of social service
agencies that submit proposals to us, and we typically fund them from year to year. In the development of Multifamily
housing, we have a strong selection criterion for both for-profit and non-profit developers to encourage developments
that include units that will serve people that have experienced long-term homelessness. It’s through that mechanism that
we primarily are able to provide incentives to private developers.
Will the scoring criteria be adjusted to account for the increased costs of construction in the Metro? (i.e.; higher
allowance for cost/unit for affordable rental)
This question is probably pertaining to our cost containment criterion for receiving tax credits. These selection points are
awarded competitively to the projects that come in with the lowest cost per unit, and we have set some cost thresholds
around that. The thresholds depend on the proposals people submit and their costs. If costs are going up and the
applications reflect these higher costs, the cost thresholds that developers need to meet will go up. Also, with respect to
general cost reasonableness, we do take into account higher costs. There is one caveat. If you have a tax credit project that
has been already selected, awarded funds, and received credit for cost containment, you will be held accountable to the
cost thresholds that were set at the time of selection. We are not making adjustments for those past projects that have
already been funded.
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